
Positioning yourself for 
success



Future sessions

§ Panel training

§ 24th June session

§ Coffee in the park

§ 15th July finale



Last time we discussed

§ Your leadership aspirations

§ Some ways to prioritise effectively 

§ Delegation

§ Empowering others
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How would the 

leader I want to be 

approach the 

challenges & 

opportunities of 

today?

Self reflection



Accountability –

What have you 

been doing?



Today we’ll discuss:
§ How to prepare for a good development conversation – so that you 

can get the support you need to position yourself for success

§ How to ask for feedback – so you can improve your self awareness 

and continue to grow

§ How to access adhoc mentoring support – so you can get advice 

and expertise to progress your role and career



§ Poll

§ How do you see yourself developing?



Unhelpful Thinking

This won’t work 
for me 

because….
How could I make this 

work for me?
When could this be 

useful?



Planning is bringing the future into the 

present, so you can do something about it 

now!
Alan Lakein

“

“



• Key components of influenceThe 3 ‘C’s of influence
& 9 step framework

1. Define success – Be clear 

about what you want & why

2. Assess your key stakeholders 

3. Align this to the bigger picture

4. Understand the criteria

5. Build your support network & 

reputation

6. Track success, & uncover any 

gaps

7. Fill the gaps (or have a 

plan for how you will)

8. Use EI to frame your 

ask 

9. Have the conversation



Understand the 

criteria

4.



How do you know what you need to be doing?
How do I find out what skills / knowledge / experience / connections / 

visibility / outside factors I need to achieve my goal?
§ Self reflection

§ Role profile (internally or externally)

§ Look at those who’ve achieved it (internally or externally)

§ Ask those who’ve achieved it

§ Ask HR

§ Ask your manager

§ Ask a mentor



Positioning your mid year success

Discuss in pairs:

§ With half year fast approaching what will position you for career 

success?

§ What will make a difference to your role/development going into 

the second half of 2021?

§ Who can help you?



Asking for what you want

§ Define success – Be clear about what you want & why

§ Who are your key stakeholders?

§ Understand the criteria

§ Uncover any gaps

§ Fill the gaps

§ Prepare your case

§ Have the conversation



Build your support 

network

5.



Asking for 

feedback



§ Poll

§ Who asks for feedback regularly?



Benefits of asking for in the moment feedback

§ Get advice on how to improve

§ Uncover any (perceived) gaps in your skills or expertise

§ Make a stakeholder aware of your contribution & desire to add further 
value

§ Engage a stakeholder to support you

§ Share your aspiration(s)

§ Access new connections / information

§ Creates opportunity for collaboration
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Feedback vs Advice
Feedback = judgement or critique

Advice = support & collaboration



“ Can I have some feedback on my performance in the meeting 
today please?”

“I want to improve my impact to ensure I get consistent buy-in 
from the team. 

I’m not sure if I was able to sell my idea to them today. I’d love 
your thoughts on where I could improve in the way I present 

to maximise buy in.”

What’s wrong with this question?



Feedback model

§ What do I need to stop doing?

§ What do I need to start doing?

§ What is working that I should continue doing?

Stop, Start, Continue

“I want to improve my impact to ensure I get buy-in from the team. 
I’m not sure if I was able to sell my idea to them today. I’d love your thoughts on 

what I need to stop, start and continue doing to improve the way I present to 
maximise buy in.”



§ Which of your stakeholders will you 

ask for feedback/advice?

§ What will you ask?

§ When?

§ What’s the benefit to you/them?

Discuss



Receiving Feedback

§ Firstly seek out feedback from multiple providers, include challenging 

stakeholders as well

§ Remember feedback “is a gift to help you grow”

§ Ask for feedback frequently, not just an annual review exercise

§ Listen intently and ask questions to clarify

§ Keep an open mind and ask for time if you need to reflect

§ Ask for specific examples where you need to understand further

§ Be approachable and resist the urge to be defensive

§ Most importantly assume good intent and say thank you



Asking for insight
Power questions
§ What specifically can I do to better support our team’s mission?
§ If your boss were to give me one piece of advice, what would that be?
§ What am I doing well in relation to xyz and what could I work on?
§ Who do you think I should be working with more closely?
§ Where do you think my business knowledge could be expanded? 
§ Which parts of my style do you think could be improved?
§ Specifically, what do I need to work on to be ready for xxx?
Gather this information over time
§ What are your priorities right now & looking ahead?
§ In the next few years how do you see me and my role best contributing to 

the team / your goals?



Use your EI to frame 

your ask

8.



• The Pitching Pyramid

© Bryant & Morse 2017

The Persuading Pyramid



Mentoring Moments



A mentoring moment is…

§ The right question

§ To the right person

§ At the right time

§ Made easy for them to help



Benefits of Mentoring moments

§ Opens the field
§ Less likely to be rejected
§ Builds confidence
§ Quick & easy to achieve
§ Can be a “chemistry test” - may lead to an on-going relationship
§ Greater exposure 
§ Broadens your professional network
§ Raises your profile & enhances your personal brand
§ Highlights your aspirations
§ Potentially creates multiple sponsors

Exposes you to diversity of thought



Some executives credit one 

or two key people for 

coaching them to success; 

but I believe effective 

mentoring takes a network.

Mary Barra

Chairman & CEO General Motors



Identify who you can ask

Ask for something easy & 
specific

Decide how to ask

Prepare

Know what you want to learn1
2

3

4

5
Follow up6



Step 1 : What do you want to learn?

What skill(s) do you need to develop?

Which areas of the business would you like to know more about?

Where are your knowledge gaps?

What are you struggling with?

Where do you see opportunities you’re unsure how to take?

What insights will be valuable to move your career forward?



Step 2 : Identify who you can ask

Who has the knowledge you need?

In whom have you seen the skill you want to develop?

Whom do you admire for this ability? 

Who is where you’d like to get to?



Step 3 : Decide how to ask

Consider their role & responsibilities

§ In person

§ By phone/video call

§ By e-mail

§ Through LinkedIn

§ Via a common connection

§ Avoid quarter or year end

§ Avoid underwriting / broking 
hours

§ Don’t ask at 6pm on a Friday!



Step 4 : Ask for something easy & specific

Would you be open to sparing me 15 mins to explain….

How you secured your first overseas assignment?

How I can best approach expanding my knowledge of…. ?

How you achieved your first …….. role?

The best ways to develop my delegation skills?



Step 4 : SWIPE FILE 1

“I really like the way you’re able to clearly get your message across in 
meetings.  

This is an area I need to work on to improve my impact with the business.

Could you spare 15 minutes to talk through some of the strategies you use or 
share any tips with me? 

I’d be happy to come to buy you a coffee or hop on a call to suit your 
schedule.”



Step 4 : SWIPE FILE 2

“I noticed how well the client responded when you described the Miller 
difference yesterday.  

This is an area I’d really like to improve on when meeting new and existing 
clients.

Could you spare 15 minutes to chat about your approach and share any tips 
you might have with me? 

I’d be happy to come to your office or hop on a call to suit your schedule.”



Step 5 - Maximising the moment with preparation

Do your homework! 

Prepare some great questions:

How did you learn this skill / gain this knowledge?

What steps could I take to develop my knowledge in this area?

What led you to develop this skill?

What other skills / knowledge have been important to your career?



Step 6 : Follow up - the bit (almost) everyone forgets…

§ Thank them for their time 

§ Be specific “The advice you gave on … was 
particularly important to me because…”

§ Follow up AGAIN!

§ A month or 3 later… tell them what you did 
with their advice & the results you 

achieved



In summary

Mentors & sponsors are critical to success

Seek out mentoring moments

Use them to build you powerful network

Give back by mentoring others – today!



The day you plant the seed 
is not the day you eat the fruit

Fabienne Fredrickson

“

“



Who will you ask to?

What will you say?

When will you do it?

Working in pairs prepare your ask



Toolkit in the 
portal

How to find & connect with the mentors you
need to develop and progress your career

MENTORING
MOMENTS

POSITIONING YOURSELF 
FOR SUCCESS TOOLKIT 
 
“PLANNING IS BRINGING THE FUTURE INTO THE 
PRESENT, SO YOU CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT 
NOW!’ 
 
ALAN LAKEIN 
 
PREPARATION IS KEY TO SUCCESS 

THE 3 ‘C’S OF INFLUENCE AND 9 STEP FRAMEWORK  
 
1. Define success – be clear about what you want and why 
2. Assess your key stakeholders (refer to influencing toolkit)  
3. Align this to the bigger picture 
4. Understand the criteria  
5. Build your support network and reputation (refer to raising your 

profile and building a powerful network toolkits) 
6. Track success & uncover any gaps 
7. Fill the gaps (or have a plan for how you will)  
8. Use EI to frame your ask   
9. Have the conversation  
 
 

IF YOU KEEP DOING THE SAME THINGS YOU WILL GET THE SAME RESULTS 
☐   Get comfortable with talking about your aspirations and having a development conversation to 
prepare for your future goals and aspirations 
☐   Make talking about your development a regular conversation with your manager. Add ‘your 
development’ to your one to one agenda at least once a month  

UNDERSTAND THE CRITERIA – HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU NEED TO BE DOING? 
☐   Consider what skills, knowledge, experience, connections, visibility, outside factors are needed 
to achieve the goal? 
☐   Look at role profiles (internally or externally) 
☐   Look at LinkedIn – Who is already doing the role? 
☐   Ask those who’ve achieved it – ask for a mentoring moment 
☐   Ask HR 
☐   Ask your manager 
☐   Ask a mentor 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Next session.. 24 June



If you light a lamp for someone it will also 
brighten your own path

Buddhist proverb

“

“


